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Our mission is to provide perfect almonds, cultivated with respect in our fields in Portugal, through 
regenerative agricultural practices, offering naturalness, flavour, refinement, and originality.

WE PRODUCE

OUR PROMISSES
We sell associated moments like sharing, celebrations, and health care. 

We sell flavours, textures and a unique blend of tastes.

Our dedication to sustainable farming has led us to specialize in premium regenerative 

Mediterranean almonds, harvested and processed with the utmost care. On 1.300 hectares of 

farmland located across five properties throughout Portugal's Fundão and Idanha-a-Nova 

municipalities, we use cutting edge precision agriculture techniques alongside social responsibility 

practices for a truly holistic approach that benefits everyone involved!

We are a premium almond farmer

Almonds can be a healthy and tasty snack. 

GGN: 4063061907080

Our certifications:



Almond with flavours
With our unwavering commitment to quality and innovation, we are on a 

mission to elevate the snacking experience to new heights. We offer a 

delectable blend of wholesome nutrition and indulgent pleasure by combining 

the natural goodness of premium Mediterranean almonds with a tantalizing 

range of handcrafted flavours.

We produce, package, distribute, and contribute to sales strategies through brand activation, 
trade marketing and merchandising actions.

WE ARE HANDS ON

WE BELIEVE!
We have an excellent product, and we believe in it. 

Enhance your business by selling quality, sustainable products that contribute to a better planet.

Where we are:

Indulge yourself with our range of delicious flavours.



Veracruz wants to be your partner and supply
you with the finest Mediterranean almonds.

Come and visit us. Our door is open
to welcome you at our estates.

GET IN TOUCH

António Saraiva
antonio.saraiva@veracruzalmonds.com

 +351 933 566 101

Rua Filarmónica Idanhense, lote 68
6060-188 Idanha-a-Nova  |  Portugal

www.veracruzalmonds.com

We are regenerating the farms from to ensure the 
longevity of our agriculture and innovate to provide 

the most pleasurable snacking experiences. 

KNOW MORE!


